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Abstract 
Music is well recognized as the language of human emotions - the 
medium that carries man’s feedings about the world around him, about 
light and darkness, beauty and ugliness, motion and stillness, action and 
non-action, nature and non-nature, about the past, present and times to 
follow. As the supreme social artist, the musician is a creator, chronicler, 
journalist, poet, commentator and visioner. 
He lends the society his tongue and thoughts and becomes its thinker, 
speaker, and prophet. 
A study of the total music of a period in the life of a society - social 

music, art, popular, neo-traditional and neo-classical, National Anthems - 
provides an insight into the life of the people, and into their achievements, 
struggles, hopes and feelings, in the period. This paper scans through the 
past five decades in search of movements, politics, ideas, triumphs and 
travails of the people, using  some popular and social songs as sign-posts on 
the voyage of discovery. A comparison with the popular and social music of 
the time (circa 2001) invites the question Dreams ’ End or End Dreams? 

Introduction 

To MOST people, the musician is the entertainer - one who uses his or her artistic endowment to 

make us happy or to administer some analgesic or anti-hypertensive against the pains and stress of life; 

They easily forget that, like any artist, the musician has his own mind and agenda and that entertainment 

need not be the sole raison d’etre of all music. Handel composed Messiah which has enjoyed great 

popularity since its completion and first performance in 1742 but he said: 

I did not wish merely to entertain them 1 wanted to make 

them better (Handel in Aitkinson 1960) 

Music and Society 

Beethoven the great European composer, used his genius to challenge the inequities of his 

contemporary European authoritarian society when his Nineth Symphony he gave wings to Schiller’s Ode 

To Freedom (Joy) in one of the greatest symphonies ever written: 

.. Even the worm can feel life’s blisses 

While the Seraph dwells with God (Schiller) 

It is fair to say that yearning and striving for justice, equality, happiness and the human heart of 

man reflected in that song, was the longing in the hearts of the poet’s contemporaries. There is also the 

popular song: 

John Brown’s body lies amouldering in the grave 

But his soul goes marching on. 

That is a clear index to the American society of the eighteenth century. William Steffe’s set it to 

music in 1852 and the tune was used by the federal troops during the American Civil War in Battle Hymn 

of the Republic. 

That same belief that “John Brown’s body lies amouldering in the grave but his soul goes marching 

on,” that the human spirit can be pilloried but never destroyed, still sustains that trade unionist fighting for 

his rights against the might of his exploiter.  
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Solidarity forever Our God is marching on. 

Another specimen holds a mirror on the American civil rights movements of the 50’s and 60’s and the 

travails and politics of the times. Love was lacking. But there was faith and there was hope: 
We shall overcome, some day. 
Deep in my heart, I do believe We shall overcome, some day. 

Arthur O’Shaughnessy (1901) wrote his famous ODE, a celebration of music and musicians. Parts of the 
work stress that musicians have stakes in the building and shaping of society. And the means to plant them: 

...One man with a dream, at pleasure Shall go forth and conquer a 

crown; 

And three with a new song’s measure 

Can trample a Kingdom down. (O’Shaughnessy 1904:1,2”?) 

Musicians are thus creators and critics. In addition, they are entertainers chroniclers and visionaries. They see 

things that yet are not; but without them the society is much, much poorer. O’Shaughnessy celebrates this role in 

his ODE, holding that musicians’ dreams for their society become real eventually - all hands being on deck: 

A breath of our inspiration, 

. Is the life of each generation; 

A wondrous thing of our dreaming 

Unearthly, impossible seeming 

The solders, the king and the peasant 

Are working together in one 

Till our dreams Shall become their present 

And their work in the world be done (Ibid) 

We shall now scan Nigeria of the past six decades to see how Nigerian musicians, particularly makers of 

popular music, have dreamed about, commented on and recorded the Nigerian society, how they have turned to 

their musical inspirations to solve Nigeria’s problems. 

Pre-Independence Nigeria 

In the decade of the 50’s, politics demanded and received all attention in Nigeria as the system of 

distribution of power and resources. Rivalries between the Regions, thrusts and counter-thrusts by party leaders, the 

rise and fall of personalities, all these presented the populace with a sombre uncertainty to which the musician 

Charles Iwegbue gave voice: 

(4) Ochichi Nigeria, 

Governance of Nigeria, 

O g’ekwekwe ni me? 

Can it be done? 

Within that decade, Nigeria’s patriarch of the folk opera, dance-drama and the dance theatre, Chief Herbert 

Ogunde, concerned over certain social and political trends in Yorubaland addressed the entire Yoruba nation, not 

just its political class, in a song that rang with special poignancy when politics shook and polarized the Yoruba 

society in the mid- 60’s and has consistently re-echoed as their national slogan whenever the Yoruba are faced with 

a national crisis. One man’s song has become the slogan for Yoruba national re-direction or reflection. Yoruba 

Ronu - Yoruba people, think. And the nation has never failed to pay heed. 
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Period of the Nigeria-Biafra War 

There is conflict of opinions as to whether to label this period as that of the Nigerian Civil War or the 

Nigeria-Biafra War. We can in any case, demarcate it as lasting from the upheavals in Northern Nigeria from mid 

1966 to the end of the shooting war in 1970. As a whole, the music of the period reflects the attitude or response of 

the musician to the tormenting events around him. 

Among the intellectual musicians must be counted Felix Nwuba, Dr. Meki Nzewi, Humphrey Nwokolobia 

Agu, Ayo Bankole and Sam Ojukwu whose music were not chronicles but reflected the bigger picture of the War. 

Felix Nwuba in his ‘Nigeria 1 Gbasasia’ laments the upheavals in the North the pogrom, the killing, and maiming 

of Easterners, their massive flight and dehumanization, as the scattering of the Nigeria of his praise songs. The 

music was performed in live and broadcast concerts, and through a gramophone record release. 

Humphrey Nwokolobia Agu KGS composed and performed widely during the War. His female voice 

choir, Freedomirs regularly broadcast on radio, and performed before civilian, para-military, military and religious 

audiences. He attracted the attention of international visitors who published live performance as gramophone 

records in Germany and France. His became the music that Biafra sand was and to identified with. His setting of 

Leave Us Alone by the great Nigerian poet, Gabriel Okara, was an instant favourite. In deeply plaintive tones it 

conveyes the wailing in many a Biafran heart”, 

(4) Leave us alone 

There are women and children born and unborn t death by inhuman hands. 
Bespattered with blood of praying men in ruins, in church, and chapel are crying 
for human vengeance; There’s no vengeance in our hearts. All we ask is leave us 
alone. In our home. Leave us alone (Okara, 1967) 

Agu’s war-time repertoire comprises sacred and secular songs. One favourite, Chukwudi Bi N’Igwe 

prays for God’s blessing on the land and her leaders. It does not mention Biafra specifically It does to need to. For 

it is a song for every time and every country. 

CHUKWU Bi N’igwe 

God in heaven 

Onye kelu uwa nile 

Creator of all the earth 

Wedata anya ebere gii 

Look down in mercy 

Welu gozie obodo anyi 

And bless our country 

Gozie ndi na achi achi 

Bless the rulers 

Ndi Weputal’ onwe ha 

Who devoted themselves 

NuTakwa umu Gi 

Hear your children cry (Agu, 1968) 

Ayo Bankole was one of Nigeria’s most gifted, eloquent and prolific classical musicians - a composer, 
organist and' pianist. He had an unsurpassed gift of tunefulness in melody, harmony and accompaniment. His 
Adura Fun Alafa (Prayer for Peace) was composed during the War and stands out as an immortal classic for it is 

still a concert favourite. The work is dignified nonpartisan noble and nonpartisan, representing the feelings of those 
Nigerians who, n the midst of war, pray for peace. It prays for all those in the war fronts (no matter which side they 
are on), for God to comfort their fathers, and bring understanding, happiness and peace on earth. It is thus timely 
and timeless as well as a classic. 
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Adura fun alalia 

Olorum mi mowo si agbe si o... 

My Lord God, 1 come to beseech you... 

Mowa yanti gbo-gbo owant, o wa loju ogun... 

I come to remember those at the war fronts... 

Mo gbadura fun won Baba I pray for them, 

father To jie agogbo won patapata To care 

of them all 

Aseyin we, Aseyin bo wa fitu rafun gbogbo Alpha and 

Omega, come and comfort us all Wa fia ya fun gbogbo 

wa; a froye fun gbogbo... Come, give us joy; come give 

us understanding.. Mo gbaduro, mo gbedura fun won o 

I pray, I pray for them all (Bankole, 1998) 

Most of the songs sun by Biafran masses were social statements by unknown singers and could thus be 

excusably classified as folk. Musicality was less the criterion for popularity than the message. The Onitsha 

Amekewu Group,famous for their songs about the good things of life, hit the public with their song of justified 

resignation to the situaiton. 

4) Onye ajulu 

Onye ajulu o ga aju onwiye? 

Will the rejected person reject himself? 

The widely held belief, expressed in the song, was that the Biafran relocation was as the result of rejection, not 

election. Another widely held belief was that saboteurs were at the root of every misfortune,every reverse that fell 

on Biafran- a nation endowed by God with manifold graces: 

(4) Nani Sabo 

Ihe ife nine zul’oke 

All good graces are complete 

N’ala anyi biafra 

In our country Biafra 

Nani sabo, sabo 

But for saboteurs, saboteurs 

Sabojul’uwa 

Saboteurs that fill the earth 

Nani Sabo, sabo, sabo 

Oh but for saboteurs, saboteurs, saboteurs. 

The Biafrans drew sustenance by turning to the Supreme Power before whom human might and power are 

feeble and who would never allow their enemies have the last laugh over them. ‘Nulu Onu Anyi’ expresses this 

feeling of triumphant hope. Interestingly, it has an identical twin resemmblance, in text and tune, with a hymn a 

hymn of that title composed by Harcourt Whyte in 1959 when Nigeria was on the door-steps’of Independnece. And 

So, it is attributed to both Harcourt Whyte and the highlife maestro, Chief Osita Osadebe. 

Nulu Onu Anyi 

Nulu onu anyi; Nan nul’onu anyi Hear our 

voice, father hear our voice Onwero mgbe 

ike ekwunsu Never can Satan’s power Ha 

akali ike Chukwu Prevail over the power 

of God 
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Onwero mgbe ike mmadu Never can the might of 

man Ga akali ike Chukwu Prevail over the power 
of God 
A verse of the hymn which is undoubtedly of war-time origin, and most logically by Chief Osita Osadebe, 

contains the following lines: 
... Onwero mgbe ike Gowon never can Gowon”s 
might Ga akali ike Ojukwu Prevail over 

Ojukwu’s might 

The Post-War Military Regimes 

After the Nigerian war, the military with their close civilian associates translated into an elite, despotic, 

wealthy, showy ruling class, arrogant of power. They lost their patriotic and, selfless credentials and came into 

conflict with crusading journalists, and artistes who had most of the disillusioned public, especially the young, on 

their side. Fela Anikulapo-Kuti, the Afro-beat king, was clearly the arrow-head of the corps of musical social 

critics who openly sang what a large section of the public, had in mind. He regularly drew the fire of the 

authorities. But the masses adored and idolized him. His VIP illustrates how the public saw the political and 

powerful elites of the times. 

VIP (Vagabonds In Power) 

Man get power, him fake am cheat person Man 

get power, him take am talk nonsense Man get 

power, him taken am steal money. 

Dem no know hungry people Dem nO know 

jobless people Dem nc know homeless people 

Dem no know suffer people. 

You go dey comet for need for dem Dem go dey 

steal money He be wrong man Na Vagabonds in 

Power 1 say he be wrong man No Vagabonds in 

power. 

(Fela Anikulapo-Kuti; 1979). 

Sonny Gkosun (1984) was concerned that Nigeria was realizing its hopes — that it was not fulfilling its promises 

to the masses. He expressed his worries in a question that was burning in men’s minds: 

“Which why was Nigeria”? 

Which Way Nigeria? 

I. Many years after Independence We still find it hard to start, 

How long shall we be patient Before we reach the 

promised land? 

Tell me, let’s save Nigeria So Nigeria won’t die. 
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Inefficiency and in-discipline Nearly ran the country down, 

Corruption here, there, and everywhere Inflation soaring high, 

Why? 

Let’s save Nigeria so Nigeria won’t die 

3. Our ambition to be millionaires Is ruining 
the country now, 

We all want to be millionaires And to build castles on the mood. 
Let’s save Nigeria so Nigeria wont’ die. (Okosun: 1985) 

Professor Sonny Oti composed ‘Nigeria Go Survive’ within a year of the release of WHICH WAY NIGERIA? by 

Sonny Okosun. And so, the two musicians were commenting on the same society. Sonny Oti is confident that 

Nigeria will, survive despite what the plunderers of its economy could do: 

Nigeria Go Survive 

1. If they tied our oil-o Even if they burn 

de oil-o I say if they drain de oil-o No 

matter how they try-o 

Our roots dem strong for ground-o. 

2. Cocoa dey for West-o Rubber bokwu 

for Bendel Palm-oil e dey for East-o 

Timber e dey for Sapele-o Groundnut e 

dey for North Rice e dey for Benue-o 

Hide and skin e dey-o Cotton dey for 

North-o (S. Oti 1985). 

The Second Republic in Song 

The Second Republic, an interlude in the long run of military regimes which continued after it, did not live 

up to expectation. Several inequities in the country were satirized by Wole Soyinka and Benders in ‘Unlimited 

Liability Company’ and ‘Etika Revo Wetin’? The message here is that the distribution of rights, rewards and 

privileges was not fair. 

Etike Revo Wetin 

1. I want begin with history 
That war we fight in recent memory When music wey dey come 
from barrel of gun Was “We must keep the Nation one” 

2. Me I think I get cancer for me eye 
I dey see double das de reason why I tell you my country no be 

one 1 mean not to yesterday I born... 
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Monkey de work-o bamboo de chop 
Sweet pounded yam, some dey e go stop (Soyinka 1983) 

Added to these social inequities were the looting and the decline of the economy which paid the high and punished 
the low 

Unlimited Liability Company 

Eh, but Chairman, Something dey worry me Dis naira, e still be naira 

so? 

De thing one naira fit buy yesterday Twenty naira no fit bey am 
today. 

1 never tell you de storiy of London Airport Where the customers 

grab your Company Director Six million naira dem find inside in 

briefcase Crisp and new, straight from our naira mint. 

“Your Excellency” they give am in properties “You be mobile bank 

or Nigerian Mint in transit? 

Your Director laugh, e laugh, e nearly collapse E say, “White Boy, 

make you no waste my time 

For dis small portmanteau Na in you dey open your mouth? 
Na ship containers others dey take load cash”... (Soyinka 1983) 

t 
The Third Republic In Music 

The Third Republic came in with great expectations in the Nigerian society. Every elected leader loudly 

promised to deliver democracy dividends to the people. Two years, it is argued, is too short a period for an 

objective evaluation of the progress of democracy. Nevertheless it is long enough for citizens to know and say what 

they think of their current society. 

We can turn to the current Nigerian popular music to savour what musicians, as commentators, critics, 

visioners or chroniclers see of our society, how they rate the performance of the politicians and the level of general 

well-being. Politicians in high places have also hatched a brood of praise-singers whose business it is to tell their 

masters that they are doing very well, and that the people want them to continue in office forever. They cannot be 

regarded seriously as reflecting the mood of the society, bringing the real world to the people, commenting on 

things or dreaming dreams and seeing visions of a better land to come and who will get there. 

Researches carried out by Research and Marketing Services and broadcast monthly on Radio Nigeria II 

show that the Top Ten releases have regularly been led by re-arrangements of old time popular music classics by 

such stars as Rex Jim Lawson, Chief Osita Osadebe, the Ishie Brothers, Victor Olaiya and Ebenezar Obey. The 

Lyrics remain essentially as they had been. Raps on the usual Caribbean boy-girl themes but sometimes extending 

to public service areas as AIDS prevention and control, are also the favourite of the young, and some of the 

billboard hits. Christian religious songs generally labelled Christian music, gospels or choruses are very popular in 

several parts of the country. Their performance venues are places of worship, transport vehicles, funeral and party 

locations, markets, shops and work places. The texts are drawn from the Bible, prayers and other Christian texts. 

Consequently they are from the common mould of Christian themes - salvation, forgiveness of sin, power of 

prayer, the greatness and love of God, the inescapable and for the unrepentant, the miracles of Jesus Christ, the end 

times. 

Contrary to what appears on the musical scene, newspapers and magazines, on the whole, present the reader with a 

somber picture - corruption, insensitivity, plunging economy, insecurity, fight for power 
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and 2003, Oputa Panel and chilling revelations. It is a totally different world from that which attracts the 
musician’s care. And many hearts miss Fela Anikulapo-Kuti. 

Conclusion 
Nigerian popular music has generally reflected the dynamic tastes, ideas and changes in the environment. 

It is from this mix that the musician moulds his compositions and creates his market. He had in the past created a 

viable social and economic market by mobilizing and motivating or reorientating his audience towards a better 
society, sometimes by criticizing, at others by visionary encouragement. He uses his music to entertain, inform and 
educate his audience towards the achievement of a better land. This “better land” defines as several thing - 
prosperity, justice, increased opportunities, fraternity and different political goals. There seems to be sweeping 
nostalgia in the country in the face of economic problems. And so musicians turn to the good old days of the good 
old music. At the same time the young want to fulfill themselves as well as gain happiness and an aura of goodness 

or spirituality. Music becomes their language of expression. In this milieu politics rides a back seat - at the 
moment. The political situation does not challenge the creator of popular music. If it changes, the musician will 
dream once again. 
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